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Modifications to the NewtonModifications to the Newton’’s gravitational laws gravitational law

……short distancesshort distances

……long distanceslong distances

They seem required by any reasonable unification of gravity to the other forcesThey seem required by any reasonable unification of gravity to the other forces
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              Experimental configurationsExperimental configurations

Smaller signal (Smaller signal (pNpN))Large signal ( Large signal ( nNnN))

No parallelism issues,No parallelism issues,
dust is not an issuedust is not an issue

Parallelism is difficult toParallelism is difficult to
achieve, dust is a problemachieve, dust is a problem

No sum of modesNo sum of modes
approach, theoreticalapproach, theoretical
interpretation relies on theinterpretation relies on the
proximity forceproximity force
approximation, underapproximation, under
control at the <1 % levelcontrol at the <1 % level

Original configurationOriginal configuration
proposed by Casimir,proposed by Casimir,
““textbooktextbook”” geometry, geometry,
clean theoreticalclean theoretical
predictions based onpredictions based on
sum of modessum of modes

Sphere-planeSphere-planeParallel platesParallel plates
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Status: a second generation of Status: a second generation of CasimirCasimir force experiments force experiments

(after the pioneers: (after the pioneers: SparnaaySparnaay, van , van BloklandBlokland, , OverbeekOverbeek, , et alet al.).)

Now a third generation of experiments is ongoing Now a third generation of experiments is ongoing 
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–– Casimir effects are macroscopic manifestations ofCasimir effects are macroscopic manifestations of
quantum vacuumquantum vacuum

•• Many macroscopic manifestations of quantum mechanicsMany macroscopic manifestations of quantum mechanics
(black-body, specific heats, superfluidity and(black-body, specific heats, superfluidity and
superconductivity), very few of quantum vacuumsuperconductivity), very few of quantum vacuum

•• Open window on renormalization issues in QEDOpen window on renormalization issues in QED

–– CasimirCasimir forces are a background to other forces are a background to other
(hypothetical) forces in the micrometer range(hypothetical) forces in the micrometer range

––  We need to understand the role of quantum We need to understand the role of quantum
fluctuations in the acceleration of the universefluctuations in the acceleration of the universe

–– Interplay between quantum fluctuations andInterplay between quantum fluctuations and
relativity of motion (relativity of motion (““dynamicaldynamical””  CasimirCasimir effect) effect)
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Non-relativistic deviations from NewtonNon-relativistic deviations from Newton’’s laws law

E. Adelberger et al Annu. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. (2003)  [hep-ph/0307284]

Casimir forces are the dominantCasimir forces are the dominant
background for neutral andbackground for neutral and
nonmagnetic objects in a distancenonmagnetic objects in a distance
range between nanometers andrange between nanometers and
micrometersmicrometers

At larger distances experiments withAt larger distances experiments with
modulated torsional balancesmodulated torsional balances

Apart from ultracold neutrons, noApart from ultracold neutrons, no
alternative experiment seemsalternative experiment seems
competitive in the nanometer tocompetitive in the nanometer to
micrometer rangemicrometer range

Casimir force experimentsCasimir force experiments

Control of the Control of the CasimirCasimir force at the highest accuracy level is crucial force at the highest accuracy level is crucial

The current bottleneck is the understanding of thermal/conductivity correctionsThe current bottleneck is the understanding of thermal/conductivity corrections
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In between a plane-plane and a sphere-plane: cylinder-plane geometryIn between a plane-plane and a sphere-plane: cylinder-plane geometry

The cylinder-plane case has intermediate advantages and drawbacksThe cylinder-plane case has intermediate advantages and drawbacks

•• With respect to the parallel plane configuration,With respect to the parallel plane configuration,
    it has less parallelism and dust issues, but less signal    it has less parallelism and dust issues, but less signal

•• With respect to the sphere-plane configuration, it hasWith respect to the sphere-plane configuration, it has
    an 1D issue of parallelism, but more signal, and it shares    an 1D issue of parallelism, but more signal, and it shares

the proximity force approximationthe proximity force approximation

Cylinder-plane configurationCylinder-plane configuration

[M. Brown-Hayes [M. Brown-Hayes et al.,et al., Phys. Rev. A 72, 052102 (2005)] Phys. Rev. A 72, 052102 (2005)]

[D. A. R. [D. A. R. DalvitDalvit  et al.,et al.,  EurophysEurophys. . LettLett.  67, 517 (2004)] .  67, 517 (2004)] 
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The combined conductivity-temperature corrections are larger than in the
parallel-plane situation for at least two different models, the plasma model
(a) and a model without the TE0 mode (b). The predictions of the two
models differ by almost a factor 2 around 3-4 micrometers for all geometries.

Cylinder-plane is in between the two other configurations 
Slightly eccentric cylinders has the softest dependence

Combined conductivity and thermal
corrections
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The expression for the Casimir force in a cylinder-plane 
configuration is

Signal linear in the cylinder length (if                             )

Compare to the forces in sphere-plane and parallel plane
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Top micrometer (coarse) and PZT (fine) for optical fiber-resonator distance
 
 Bottom 2-PZT actuators for distance control (common mode) and 
 for 1D parallelization (differential mode)

 20 mm diameter cylindrical lens (220 nm gold coating)

 Rectangular-shaped silicon resonator  (around 870 Hz)

 Optical microscope for assessment of cylinder-plane distance 
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Parallelism procedureParallelism procedure
Deviations from parallelism can beDeviations from parallelism can be
detected by studying the dependencedetected by studying the dependence
of the forces upon the of the forces upon the ““degree of parallelismdegree of parallelism””

Minimization of the force for a
constant distance allows to find
the parallel configuration

CasimirCasimir

CoulombCoulomb
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Before After

Parallelization in the        range  is feasibleParallelization in the        range  is feasible

We now use a capacitance meter, getting a faster and more accurate procedureWe now use a capacitance meter, getting a faster and more accurate procedure

10
5!
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Frequency shift technique

The curvature of the
frequency-shift directly
depend on distance
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Electrostatic calibrationsElectrostatic calibrations
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                 Locking the laser to Lithium line                 Locking the laser to Lithium line

•Buffer gas (Ar) for mitigating diffusion on  the
end windows

• Pump and probe beams scanned around  the
D2 line of the transition
•Lithium vapor cells require temperatures    of
the vapor of order 400 C

• Lockable signal for stabilizing diode lasers
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Recent results (November Recent results (November ‘‘06-March 06-March ’’07)07)

Cylinder-plane: new lens with 20.07 cm radius x 20 mm lengthCylinder-plane: new lens with 20.07 cm radius x 20 mm length

250 nm Au coating  250 nm Au coating  

Electrostatic calibrationElectrostatic calibration Capacitance measurementCapacitance measurement
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Examples of runs with no bias voltage: Examples of runs with no bias voltage: 

evidence for an attractive force at small evidence for an attractive force at small 

distancesdistances

As usual, it is crucial to determine As usual, it is crucial to determine 

precisely the absolute gapprecisely the absolute gap
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In order to better understand the apparatus and to freeze the parametersIn order to better understand the apparatus and to freeze the parameters

of the resonator/detection system we also of the resonator/detection system we also calibratecalibrate the system with the system with

the sphere-plane the sphere-plane CasimirCasimir force force

Gold-plated sphere of 30.9 cm radius of curvature, 250 nm Au coatingGold-plated sphere of 30.9 cm radius of curvature, 250 nm Au coating

Also, very satisfactory electrostatic calibrations (0.05 % error on d0 from fit)Also, very satisfactory electrostatic calibrations (0.05 % error on d0 from fit)
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Force about a factor 2 smaller Force about a factor 2 smaller 

than the one expected w/o than the one expected w/o 

temperature/conductivity temperature/conductivity 

correctionscorrections

More data with spheres and  cylinders of different radius of curvatureMore data with spheres and  cylinders of different radius of curvature

It is still not clear so far if the sensitivity will be enough to chase It is still not clear so far if the sensitivity will be enough to chase 

successfully  the thermal corrections at larger (order of 1 micrometer) successfully  the thermal corrections at larger (order of 1 micrometer) 

rangerange

They should be definitely detectable with the They should be definitely detectable with the GrenobleGrenoble project using  project using 

  torsionaltorsional balance (and similar, like the one under development by  balance (and similar, like the one under development by 

Steve Steve LamoreauxLamoreaux at Yale) at Yale)
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http://http://www.dartmouth.edu/~ongroupwww.dartmouth.edu/~ongroup//

For an updated review: Special Issue on For an updated review: Special Issue on CasimirCasimir Forces, Forces,

New J. Phys. (October 2006)        New J. Phys. (October 2006)        www.njp.org  (free access)  (free access)


